
STEEL STORAGE RACKING AUDITS
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Steel storage racking is subject to constant use resulting in damage and wear.
Conducting regular inspections of your pallet racking installation is essential in ensuring
a safe working environment. Australian Standards and Regulatory Authorities
recommend that racking inspections are conducted at least annually by competent
personnel. Our third party audits help you fulfil your duty of care to maintain a safe
workplace.

Our inspections are conducted in accordance with the Australian Standard AS
4084:2012 - Steel storage racking.
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Proactive Compliance will assist you to develop an audit schedule and
reporting system that will provide evidence to regulatory authorities that a
programmed maintenance system is in place.

Proactive Compliance is a full service WHS Consulancy company taking
a holistic approach to storage racking use and maintenance. We provide
a racking inspection service to clients ranging from small businesses to
leading multi-site organisations across Australia.

Our inspections include:

●Assessment of the application and use of the racking;

●Assessment of racking condition and plumb;

●Assessment of compliance with working load limits;

●Assessment of current configuration compared to the original
configuration drawings where available.

● Inspection of uprights including damage and distortion;

● Inspection of beams for damage, distortion and weld condition;

● Inspection of braces for damage;

● Inspection of floor fixings for damage, corrosion and
configuration;

●Assessment of pallet racking signage.

Contact Unistor now on 1300 137 220    for an obligation free quotation.

Our Independent Auditors Proactive Compliance are full service WHS Consultancy 
company taking a holistic approach to storage racking use and maintenance. 

Proactive Compliance provide a  racking inspection service to clients ranging from 
small business to leading multi-site organisations Across Australia.

Proactive Compliance will provide Unistor with a detailed report of the 
racking inspection outlining the recommended corrective actions. Unistor 
will provide a quotation to repair or replace any faulty components as 
outlined in the report.

Our experienced racking auditors conduct independent steel storage racking audits
of all brands of racking. Proactive Compliance do not sell or repair racking and are not 
aligned with any manufacturer.



1300 553 371
www.proactivecompliance.com.au

1300 137 220   
www.unistorgroup.com
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